MINING ENERGY

Mine motivators

From shovel walks to switchgear/infrastructure and back-up
power solutions, ensuring the right energy needs for mining
operations is crucial, reports Paul Moore
he global mining industry is constantly
evolving in its use of technology and
methods, which includes energy supply.
Areas that are see more feasibility and research
include the use of solar power technology
around mining sites, from groups such as
Photon Energy, which offers mines power
solutions using solar photovoltaic (PV) arrays
either distinct or in a hybrid approach with
batteries and back-up generators to ensure a
stable and reliable power supply on demand.
Systems are highly scalable starting from 30 to
300 kWp. Photon Energy’s Managing Director for
Australia, Michael Gartner told IM: “Solar PV is
utilised to supplement the diesel generator
power in off-grid sites and to supplement the
grid in on grid locations. The benefits of the
solar PV is the ability to produce power during
peak periods when the site load requirements
are high. Solar PV is generally used for prime
power and not back-up power, however, can be
utilised to recharge batteries for back-up power
requirements.”
The main driver for solar PV is to reduce the
cost of energy with the added benefit of it being
green. Solar PV can be integrated into existing
facilities or designed into new sites. With regard
to the hybrid solution, Krcmar stated: “In many
scenarios different power sources are required
to provide cost effective power solutions which
provide high up times which may include a
hybrid solution. If the location experiences high
periods of low sunlight or to reduce the amount
of fuel the generators require, Photon can
integrate the different technologies through our
innovative engineering solution to meet the
individual site requirements.”
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Gensets are also getting more powerful, with
the launch of ever more powerful engines from
the key OEMs such as MTU, Cummins and
Caterpillar; while there has also been significant
growth in areas such as the use of coal-bed
methane in power generation.
Andy Walker, Head of Business Development
– Mining at leading back-up genset based power
supplier, Aggreko comments: “By working with
clean energy partners, rental power providers
can help during the setting-up phase of the
power sites, which ultimately will work to
reduce fuel consumption and make significant
savings to a mine’s bottom line.” In terms of
general trends, he adds: “There is rising
demand for power in bridging the gap between
mine expansion and grid availability. This period
of time is critical and can lead to a significant
amount of lost operating time. Aggreko helps
mining companies expand by offering the
Concept solar powered mining
solution from Photon Energy

Caterpillar power installations for mines include
modular, high speed engine driven packages
flexibility to upscale the generating capacity
depending on demand and not when the grid or
their existing supply dictates. Power
requirements for more established mines could
be dependent on the fact that it may have
outgrown a grid or need urgent support to
overcome the shortfall of a grid following high
usage.” Older mines might also have limited
facilities in place due to the time when they
were first developed and brought on line. Many
of these kinds of changes in the site conditions
can have an impact on how a power supply is
set up or indeed revised.
The newer mines may also have power
problems due mainly to the increased appetite
for domestic power use in everyday life and the
struggles of nationally dominant suppliers, such
as Eskom in South Africa and ENDESA in Chile,
to meet this exponentially rising demand, which
has resulted in severe shortages of power
produced by traditional power plants thus
increasing the need for temporary or additional
power supplies. Mining companies in some
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Close up of the Cullen/MTU motivator, which is
about 130% more powerful than its
predecessor
instances, are being quoted up to two years for
grid access - a long waiting period considering
the considerable investment that goes into the
development and eventual operation of a new
mine. New mining methods, from trolley assist
trucking to comprehensive IPCC solutions, are
also creating an increased need for reliable
power that may result in bigger peaks and a dip
in the power supply.

Shovel walkers
An often overlooked niche market for gensets in
large mines is the powering of rope shovel
moves from one working area to another when
separated from cable power. In British
Columbia’s Elk Valley, Teck Coal uses a mining
shovel motivator for mobile power. The existing
30-year-old motivator was underpowered and
frequently in need of maintenance, with
downtime costs significant. To solve the
problem, a local power products supplier
designed an innovative replacement specific to
the mine’s needs that relies on a state-of-the-art
generator set from MTU Onsite Energy.
The rope shovels at Teck’s mines are
equipped with both AC and DC drive systems
and during working periods the power source is
a nearby electric substation and local utility
power. When the shovels are moved from pit to
pit the power source is the mining motivator,
essentially a generator set on wheels. All of
Teck’s Elk Valley sites share a single motivator,
which was severely underpowered for a lot of
the newer shovels, as it ran at 1,400 kW, and the
breaker would trip, sometimes as many as four
or five times during a shovel move. Dirt and
grime from the engine covered the electronic
control equipment, a problem which created
additional maintenance and required frequent
equipment replacements.
To meet its goals for an efficient and powerful
mining motivator, the Teck engineering team
worked with Cullen Diesel Power in Vancouver,
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the local MTU Onsite Energy distributor, to
design a motivator specific to Teck’s needs. The
power source in the new motivator is an MTU
Onsite Energy generator set that includes an
MTU 20V 4000 G83L engine, which meets EPA
Tier 2 emission standards in accordance with
Teck’s specifications. The generator set’s power
output is rated at 7,200 v and 2,575 kW at an
elevation of 1,300 m. The new motivator is about
130% more powerful than the old one and very
capable of meeting the 1,434 kW peak power
needs of Teck’s newest shovels. The rope
shovels’ AC and DC drive systems can also
induce large amounts of harmonic distortion, so
Cullen Diesel and MTU Onsite Energy designed a
custom alternator that can handle the drive
motors’ high levels of harmonic distortion and
still maintain required output. This slightly
oversized device has a rated capacity of 3,000
kW at 105°C temperature rise.
While in operation, a Western Star 6900XD
off-highway truck pulls the trailer. But the
motivator also needs to travel on public roads to
get to whichever Teck mine in the area requires
its services. However, the Teck Coal motivator is
designed to be transported on public roads as it
is possible to remove the mufflers and fold
down the roof ladder, making it meet the upper
height limit for travelling on British Columbia
highways. The large size of the motivator’s
diesel fuel tank ensures that a single tank of
fuel is sufficient for any shovel move Teck wants
to make in the Elk Valley area. With a full tank,
the genset can run for 7.1 hours at 100% load
and for 20 hours or longer while powering the
shovel.
Whether the motivator is in motion or sitting
idle, a sturdy metal enclosure protects the
contents from the elements. Inside, a variety of
heaters also protects critical equipment during
harsh Elk Valley winters. The enclosure,
designed by Alum-Tek Industries, contains all of
the motivator’s power-generation and control
equipment. A separate control room inside the
new unit houses all the electronic components,
which are protected by dust-tight enclosures.

The MTU Onsite Energy motivator preparing for
a P&H shovel move

User-friendly features on the new unit include
simpler procedures for starting and operating
the engine, and automatic equipmentmonitoring systems that indicate problems and
eliminate the need for personnel to check
gauges and equipment operation. A reserve oil
tank automatically levels engine oil, while oil
and coolant lines extend to the outside of the
unit, allowing faster fluid changes. With
occupant safety being a design priority, the new
motivator has three exits instead of just one.
Two of these are in the engine room and one, a
trap-door exit, is in the control room. The new
unit also has more sophisticated safety
equipment than its predecessor. This includes
up-to-date fire-suppression systems, spark
detection devices, and arc-flash relay protection.
Elsewhere, Cummins South Africa has
supplied a second motivator self-powered
vehicle to diamond miner Debswana. The
motivator has gone into operation at
Debswana’s flagship Jwaneng mine in Botswana
and as with Teck in Canada, does away with the
need for long, vulnerable power supply cable
runs. The motivator has a Cummins Power
Generation C2250 D5, 6.6 kV generator set with
a QSK60 engine, enclosed in a customised
container to respond to the customer’s
requirement, which houses medium-voltage
switchgear, a medium-voltage transformer and a
10,000 litre diesel tank. The switchgear is
provided with FM200 gaseous fire protection,
while powder-based fire protection is provided for
the engine room. The generator set is controlled by
a Cummins PowerCommand PCC 3200 controller.
The whole container is mounted on a custom-built,
55 t Martin trailer, pulled by another Western Star
6900 XD truck incorporating a Cummins ISX
engine. The motivator allows freer shovel
movement over a greater range at the mine, which
Is undergoing a major expansion – it is currently
mining to a depth of 350 m but is expected to
reach 624 m by 2017.
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Back-up and rental power
Cummins Power Generation India has
developed new versions of Cummins
low-horsepower generator sets to meet
the needs of Cummins Distribution
Australia’s customer Coates Hire Ltd.
The 28 kVA and 33 kVA generator sets
have been modified to meet Coates’
requirements for a rental fleet of
silenced, skid-mounted portable units.
Coates is Australia’s largest
equipment-hire company with over 120
years’ experience in the industry,
supplying a wide variety of generator
sets for rental applications in sectors
including mining. Alteration of the
standard generator sets was
undertaken by Cummins Power
Generation India’s Custom Application Group
(CAG), which carried out the necessary reengineering. The customised generator sets
have a number of features that differ from the
standard units. They include a robust base rail
incorporating dual-wall fuel tank and a nudge
bar to protect the customer panel. CAG fitted a
battery isolator switch and a six-way valve for
external fuel filling, and made the control panel
compliant with Australia’s AS3000 wiring
standards. CAG also delivered an enclosure with
multiple colour options (orange or white) with
lockable doors and extra straps. The first four
units – two each of models C28 D5 and C33 D5 –
have already been manufactured and
dispatched following inspection by Cummins
Distribution and Cummins Power Generation
Australia representatives. Two of the generator
sets have also been shipped to the Middle East
to demonstrate to customers. The modified
generator sets use X, S and B Series engines.
At the other end of the mining genset size
scale, field testing of the biggest generator set
ever developed by Cummins will begin at an as
yet anonymous Australian mine site later this
year. The 3.5 MW C3000-series generator set
incorporates Cummins’ new QSK95 engine, a 95litre V16 that Cummins points out achieves
higher output from 16 cylinders than
competitors’ 20-cylinder engines. With an
output of over 4000 hp, the QSK95 is the
highest horsepower engine ever developed by
Cummins. The C3000-series marks the start of a
new line of diesel and gas generator sets from
Cummins. “The new C3000-series generator set
will change expectations of what can be
achieved by high-speed diesel technology,
marrying industry-leading power density with
increased durability,” says Tony Satterthwaite,
President of Cummins’ power generation
business. “Designed as a global product
platform, the C3000-series will be able to be
used anywhere in the world for standby, prime
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Aggreko power solution for the Lisheen zinc
mine in Ireland

or continuous duty applications.” Scheduled for
production in late 2014, the C3000-series marks
the start of a new line of diesel and gaspowered gensets from Cummins. When the
larger 120-litre, 20-cylinder QSK120 version of
the QSK95 engine becomes available, Cummins’
generator set product line will extend beyond 4
MW.
Aggreko is one of the best known names in
genset-based back-up rental power solutions
and temperature control solutions for mines and
a range of other industries. Mines utilising
Aggreko power solutions in recent years are as
varied in scope and location as Martabe in Laos;
Escondida in Chile; Oyu Tolgoi in Mongolia;
Lisheen in Ireland; and Bisha in Eritrea.
The group believes that this market is
growing in the current economic climate. Walker
states: “We have seen increasing moves
towards rental power solutions as a result of key
market fluctuations. Renting power improves
cash flow and transfers the responsibility of
installing, operating and maintaining the power
plant to the supplier. It
also means that there
is less of a burden on
the client to invest
heavily in customising
a power plant to
operate in harsh
climate and areas with
limited or zero
infrastructure. The
flexibility of adding or

The Mitsubishi genset
solution implemented
by Thuthuka Group for
Boynton Platinum's
Pilanesberg mine

reducing generating capacity in
proportion to the increase or decrease
in demand for power during the course
of the project is also an advantage.
Many companies in the industry require
the availability of a fully operational
power plant within weeks of signing a
contract. These benefits are fast
becoming the preferred option within
the mining industry.” In the past,
Aggreko states that mining firms would
tend to buy power equipment in large
quantities simply because a reliable
global rental power solution wasn’t
available. That impacted on cost control
making it a lot more challenging, so a
proportion of the change has been
driven by simple economics as well as
more complex access issues. “This shift in
approach and mindset presents real
opportunities for Aggreko as we are ideally
positioned to assist the mining firms when it
comes to providing temporary power supplies.
By offering tailored turnkey power solutions we
assume complete responsibility for design,
transportation, operation, on-site maintenance
and final decommissioning of the equipment,”
said Walker.
As an example of solutions for back-up power
in South Africa, a power plant was recently
commissioned by Thuthuka Group Ltd (TGL), for
Boynton Platinum's Pilanesberg mine, located
some 60 km north-west of Rustenburg.
Pilanesberg negotiated a 37 MW power supply
from Eskom during the concept design phase of
the mining plant. But the detailed design and
procurement of plant equipment necessitated
the demand side of the plant at 36.9 MW for
normal full load capacity operations. This means
that the mine will run at maximum power
provided by Eskom. The 10 MVA independent
diesel-fired power plant is for standby power
where in case of total Eskom failure, the plant
will supply the essential operations of the mine;
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A view of the Hudbay Minerals Constancia
project site from March 2013. Siemens is
supplying preassembled power distribution
units (E-houses), fully equipped transformer
substations with high voltage and medium
voltage switchgear, diesel generators, capacitor
banks and transformers
peak shaving power owing to the limited Eskom
supply provided to the mine at 37 MW; and to
provide a base load supply in case of a limited
(10%) load-shedding request to the mine from
Eskom, as well as to increase the mining
capacity depending of price of platinum.
The plant will generate power in parallel with
Eskom on demand of the mine through a 10 MVA
incoming circuit breaker. It consists of seven

Mitsubishi diesel generating sets, with power
output of 1,245 kW each. The alternator voltage
is 400 v at 50 Hz which is then stepped up at 11
kV by individual transformers. The 11 kV is then
synchronised with the Eskom power supply and,
through switchgears, protection, monitoring and
control relays power is supplied to the
Pilanesberg platinum mine. The scope of the
project consists of the engineering design, civil
works, the foundations for the engines, the
engine room - which consists of a steel structure
and face brick, an MV switchgear room, a
control room, a fire room, two 100 fuel tanks,
one 20 m3 oil tank and assorted lubrication.
Mitsubishi Turbocharger and Engine Europe

or MEEF through MHI Equipment Europe France
supplied the generating sets and control
equipment to MATELEC, a subcontractor of TGL
for the global power generation equipment.
A long-time supplier of diesel engines for
power generation, Scania is adding a line of
complete gensets to the list. Based on a proven
design, the gensets come with several poweroutput alternatives and genuine Scania auxiliary
equipment, such as radiator, fan and air filter.
“This means that users can benefit from the full
support of Scania’s worldwide network for
training, service and parts,” says Mats Pauloff,
Technical Manager of Scania Engines’
application engineering. “The gensets feature
engines out of the latest range, with impressive
fuel efficiency.”
The new gensets are designated SG280 to
SG600. The figures correspond to the gensets’
stand-by power rating in kVAs.
Three engine sizes – 9, 13 or 16 litres – cover
the power span. The 16-litre engine comes in a
V8 configuration; the 9- and 13-litre engines are
in-line engines with five or six cylinders. A V8
engine with Scania XPI common-rail fuel
injection and with a power rating of 770 kVA will
be added by the end of 2013. Applications may
include mining power supply in remote areas
that are off the grid, peak shaving where the
grid is weak and uninterrupted power supply is
needed.
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Scania Gensets can be delivered as
open or canopy solutions

There are three alternative control systems to
choose from. The standard one is designed for
stand-alone applications; the most advanced is
an option that allows synchronisation with other
gensets. This fits well with Scania’s approach to
generation at higher power levels. “We think it
is better and more flexible to combine several
smaller gensets in a network than to use one
really big one to get the required power output,”
Pauloff said. Units can then be turned off when
demand is low and turned back on when it goes
up. This allows the engines to run close to their
optimum load and revs, which improves fuel
economy. There is also spare capacity that can
be used to allow for maintenance.
Scania Gensets can be delivered as open or
canopy solutions. The standard generator comes
from MeccAlte, with Stamford as an option.
During the first half of 2013 Scania Engines will
add a 16-litre V8 with Scania XPI (extra-highpressure fuel injection) to its engine line-up for
power generation. This engine has a maximum
power of 770 kilovolt-amperes at 50 Hertz. “It
combines high power with a compact size,
which is an advantage in genset applications,”
says Stefan Kreku, Manager of Engine Design at
Scania Engines. The common-rail fuel injection
system makes it possible to obtain power using
a regular one-stage fixed-geometry turbo. The
maximum fuel pressure is 2,400 bar, and the
performance of the fuel filter has been improved
with nano material, which handles particles
down to three microns.
The new 16-litre V8 is a fuel-optimised engine
for stand-by and prime power applications on
non-emission-regulated markets.

Fixed gas engine generation
Wärtsilä is a well known leading supplier of
flexible power plant solutions that are well
suited to operation in remote locations under
varying conditions and maintaining high
Wärtsilä supplied the Quisqueya gas-fired
power plant to Barrick and EGE Haina. It will
supply power to the Pueblo Viejo mine as well
as the grid
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efficiency even at a highly fluctuating load. The
company told IM: “Mines with limited access to
the power grid are natural customers for
Wärtsilä's power generating combustion
engines, running on natural gas or, in the case
of the dual-fuel type, on either natural gas, light
fuel oil or other liquid fuels. The engines have
minimal derating due to high altitudes and the
multi-unit installations allow for high reliability,
high part-load efficiency and give possibility for
modular, stepwise investments.”
Currently, Wärtsilä is supplying equipment for
a gas engine-based expansion to the power
plant at the McArthur River zinc mine in
Australia’s Northern Territory. The project is
being undertaken by EDL NGD (NT) Pty Ltd, a
subsidiary of the energy company, Energy
Developments Ltd (EDL), who will sell the
electricity generated by the plant to McArthur
River Mining, a subsidiary of Xstrata. The six
Wärtsilä 34SG engines running on natural gas
will have a total output of 53 MW. Wärtsilä also
provides the related engineering services. The
power plant is expected to be fully operational
by the end of 2013.
“In addition to meeting the plant’s
operational requirements with a high step load
capacity, we have also demonstrated our ability
to meet the customer’s needs for a rapid
delivery,” comments Suraj Narayan, General
Manager, Wärtsilä Power Plants in Australia &

Oceania. “Furthermore, apart from their minimal
environmental impact, the Wärtsilä gas fired
generating sets have a low total lifecycle cost,
which is an increasingly important aspect of
modern power plant operations.”
Wärtsilä says it has a strong presence in
Australia and Oceania, having supplied more
than 600 MW of power generation capacity to
the region, of which more than 500 MW to the
mining industry in Australia alone. Many of the
units have to withstand extremely tough
conditions, such as at Barrick’s Plutonic gold
mine some 940 km north-east of Perth where
temperatures can reach 51°C. It has four
Wärtsilä gas engines that have been running
since 1997.
Gas engines are also used for power
generation in countries lacking gas reserves of
their own. In the Dominican Republic LNG is
imported by sea to a relatively new LNG
terminal. Barrick Gold owns together with
Empresa Generadora de Electricidad Haina (EGE
Haina), a local power producer, the Quisqueya
gas-fired power plant, supplied by Wärtsilä as a
turnkey delivery. Quisqueya is scheduled to be
fully operational during the second half of 2013.
Quisqueya is constructed as two plants,
together forming a single unit and operated
from one control room. Both plants are
equipped with twelve Wärtsilä 50DF engines
with dual-fuel capability, giving the owners
additional flexibility. The total output from
Quisqueya will be 430 MW. Barrick Gold uses its
share of the output to power the Pueblo Viejo
gold mine, while EGE Haina produces baseload
electricity to the national grid. The Quisqueya
power plant will have a net efficiency of 48%, a
very high figure in the region’s tropical
conditions, with soaring humidity and
temperatures above 35 °C.

Comprehensive offerings
The leading global power solutions groups, ABB,
GE and Siemens all offer comprehensive and
scalable power options for mining operations.
GE provides the mining industry with a
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comprehensive portfolio of products and
services for electrical solutions, including
engines, large gas and steam turbines and
combined cycle systems. GE also manufactures
a full line of electrical distribution and control
products, including switchgear, transformers,
power management systems and industrial
lighting. As an example, Prolec GE offers a
complete line of transformer products for the
generation, transmission, and industrial
applications like mining operations. For
distribution transformers, includes high voltages
up to 34.5 kV for transformers up to 15 MVA and
up to 69 kV for capacities from 5 to 12 MVA.
In the genset segment GE offers Jenbacher
gas engines in the power range up to 9.5 MW for
natural gas applications and up to 3.3 MW for
coal mine gas applications and are designed for
stationary, continuous duty operation.
For example, in 2011, Clarke Energy, GE’s
authorised Jenbacher gas engine distributor in
Australia, was awarded the contract to supply
Xstrata Copper with five “plug-and-play”
containerised Jenbacher J320 gen-sets for a
temporary on-site power/grid-support project at
Xstrata’s Mount Isa copper and zinc-lead mine in
northwestern Queensland. Each natural gasfueled gen-set generated 1-MW in electrical
output at 415V with step-up transformers to
11kV. The gen-sets were deployed to augment
Xstrata’s power supplies at the mine while
Clarke Energy built an extension to the site’s
existing X41 Power Station. The original 33-MW
X41 station featured 11 of GE’s 3-MW Jenbacher
J620 engines.
ABB offers among the broadest ranges of
high, medium and low voltage equipment for
switching and distributing electrical power.
Solutions are engineered for safety, flexibility
and security to keep operations running. This
includes emergency power generation and UPS,
prefabricated sub-stations, power factor
compensation and harmonic filtering
equipment, switchgear and transformers. ABB
recently won an order for a major electrical
equipment package from Mongolyn Alt
Corporation (MAK) for its greenfield copper and
molybdenum project Tsagaan Suvarga. The site
is located in the Eastern Gobi Desert in
Mongolia, approximately 560 km south of the
capital, Ulaanbaatar. Integrated into prefabricated containerised E-houses, ABB’s scope
of supply includes 22/6.6 kV switchgears, DC
power supply, uninterrupted power supply,
transformers, 400 V motor control centres,
variable-speed drives, variable-speed multi
drives as well as a power management system
based on the state-of-the-art process control
System 800xA and IEC 61850. The incorporation
of the equipment into pre-fabricated E-houses
reduces the erection work on site and thus
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optimises the overall time schedule.
Furthermore, the solutions are proven for stable
operation under extreme variations in
temperatures from -35 to +40°C. “ABB’s
electrification solutions will allow Mongolyn Alt
Corporation to achieve optimal operational
conditions to reach highest production at lowest
energy costs,” said Giuseppe di Marco, Head of
ABB’s mining business. Deliveries are scheduled
to take place from December 2013 to May 2014
and first plant start-up is planned for September
2014. Established in 1993, Mongolyn Alt
Corporation is one of Mongolia’s largest national
mining companies with three open-pit coal
mines in operation. With a targeted production
volume of 40,000 t/d of copper, the Tsagaan
Suvarga project is expected to become the third
largest copper mine in Mongolia.
Siemens’ expertise includes development,
manufacture, and installation of systems for
substations and power distribution tailored to
minesite requirements and based on state-ofthe-art technology. Its systems also minimise
network disturbances such as reactive power
generation, voltage distortion, or voltage
variation. This not only reduces the negative
impact of typical plant loads to specified limits,
but can also result in energy cost savings.
Hudbay SAC Peru, a subsidiary of Canada’s
Hudbay Minerals, has ordered technical
equipment from Siemens for the power supply
and integrated automation at its Constancia
copper mine in Peru. The order also includes
preassembled power distribution units (Ehouses), fully equipped transformer substations
with high voltage and medium voltage
switchgear, diesel generators, capacitor banks
and transformers. Constancia copper mine in
Peru is situated in the Andes at an altitude of
4,300 m, about 100 km south of the city of
Cusco. Hudbay is installing new plant and
infrastructure equipment for cost-efficient
exploitation of the mine. Excavation of copper
ore is due to start in 2014. Siemens is to provide
a complete solution (E-EPC) for the medium and
low voltage power supply at Constancia copper
mine including twelve E-houses. E-houses are
equipped with a customised power distribution
system at medium and low voltage level, and
are assembled complete in individual modules
and pretested prior to transport to the
installation point. Thanks to their high degree of
prefabrication, they can then be erected and put
into operation within a short time with no risk of
deadline overrun. The delivery package also
includes two office containers as well as a
permanently installed transformer house with
medium voltage switchgear, three diesel
generator sets, and six capacitor banks systems
with the accompanying distribution
transformers. Siemens will also deliver and

install a complete high voltage transformer
substation for connecting the mine to the grid.
The order for Siemens included also the medium
and low voltage drives and automation system.
Elsewhere, Siemens Drive Technologies
division has been commissioned by CAP Mineria
to supply the entire electrical system for the
Cerro Negro Norte iron ore mine in the Chilean
Atacama region. The plant, situated about 700
km north of Santiago, is designed for an annual
output of about 4 Mt of iron ore concentrate.
The project consists of a new concentrator
located directly in the mine, a pipeline for
transporting the iron ore concentrate and the
necessary expansion of capacity at the port
facilities at Puerto Punta Totoralillo.
Siemens is supplying the entire electrical
equipment preconfigured in E-Houses for a fast
start-up and efficient operation of the plant. The
shipment includes a variety of Siemens
components, ranging from energy-efficient
medium-voltage frequency converters from the
Perfect Harmony series, SWG transformers and
Tiastar switchgear to a PCS7 automation
solution. All components are designed to meet
the specific requirements of the mining industry
and guarantee simple and reliable operation,
while maintaining maximum availability of the
overall plant. For example, the topology of the
Perfect Harmony frequency converter that is
scalable to the customer requirements can be
expanded with redundant cells that guarantee
operation without any restriction of
performance, even in the event of a failure of
components.
The automation solution is based on Simatic
PCS7 and the Minerals Automation standard
which permits simple integration of all plant
components with maximum efficiency in the
operation of the overall plant from the
concentrator, via the pipeline, to the port. By
placing this order with Siemens, the customer is
counting on the smooth integration of all
components in E-Houses, as well as high quality
and optimum service from a single source. The
order was due for completion by May 2013.
As in the mining equipment market,
Caterpillar also offers one of the broadest
ranges of customised mining power solutions, in
their case up to 22 MW. This includes modular
high-speed, engine driven packages from 10 to
4,300 kW per unit for mine stand-by, prime or
continuous power applications with combined
heat and power (CHP), powered by diesel,
natural gas, coal gas or biogas. Available
medium-speed reciprocating engine driven
packages from 1 to 15 MW per unit can be used
for captive mine power and power grid supply,
powered by heavy fuel oil, diesel fuel oil, natural
gas or dual fuel. At the top end, solar turbines
offer factory packaged gas turbine-driven
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The CMM operation at BHP Billiton’s Appin
longwall operation
generator sets that can be equipped to operate
in harsh mining environments from 1 to 22 MW
per unit. Products include six gas turbine
product families, Saturn, Centaur, Mercury,
Taurus, Mars, Titan, and 10 centrifugal gas
compressor product families including both
pipeline and production compressors. Finally,
Cat mobile power units run on high-speed
engines and are available as single-unit portable
power to multi-unit, onsite and turnkey power
from 20 to 2,000 kW per unit for rapid response,
continuous or stand-by applications, running on
diesel or gaseous fuels.
References include Randgold Resources Loulo
gold mine, which uses a combination of 15 Cat
3512B 1500 kVA generator sets, installed in
2003, and eight 8CM32 medium-speed 3.6 MW
generator sets, installed in 2008-2011 to bring
the total Sierra Rutile in Sierra Leone utilises a
30 MW, medium speed, heavy fuel oil power
plant, powered by four Cat 16CM32 generator
sets.
Elsewhere, in Canada, Newmont operates a 9
MW cogeneration base load power plant, run by
six Cat 3516B generator sets and De Beers
Canada uses powered a 7.65 MW Arctic Class
power plant, comprised of two Cat C175-16
generator sets.

Coal methane power
While methane is a potentially harmful gas in
coal mines due to explosive risk, as well as
being one of the worst greenhouse gases (25
times worse than CO2), it also has the very real
potential of becoming an important clean
energy resource around the world. In recent
years, the coal seam methane gas extracted
from coal beds, known as coal-bed methane
(CBM) exhausted coal mines and working
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mines, known as coal mine methane (CMM), has
become an effective and profitable fuel resource

preparation and complexity of the power plant.
For mobility and ease of installation, some
generator sets can be supplied as containerised
sets which can shorten the completion period.
Coal mine methane is already generating
substantial amounts of electricity at BHP
Billiton’s Appin and Tower longwall coal mines
located in New South Wales, Australia. The
Appin and Tower power plants represent one of
the largest CMM energy systems in the world,
and one of the world’s largest reciprocating gas
engine -generator installations of any kind. The
two on-site CMM fuelled power plants generate
a significant power capacity totaling 94 MW
which is fed into the local electricity grid, with
between 4 to 10 MW returned from the power
grid for the mines to use. The commercial
generation of power from CMM has proved to be
financially attractive and operationally reliable
at the Appin and Tower coal mines. After over a
decade of reliable operations, the Appin and

for generating significant amounts of more
environmentally friendly electric power and heat
than that derived from coal burning. The direct
benefits aside from the environmental ones by
capturing and using the methane instead of just
releasing it also include making money by using
the coal bed/mine methane to generate electric
power, allowing the generation heat or cold
water for chilling purposes. Then there is the
ability to generate CO2 certificates by avoiding
methane gas emissions through the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM) and the Joint
Implementation (JI). There are also many
practical benefits to be gained, such as the
prevention of coal mine explosions, providing
more comfortable and safer working conditions,
plus raising productivity levels in coal mines by
reducing the number of outages caused by the
presence of dangerous gas. GE, Caterpillar and
others have built sizeable businesses supplying
technology for CBM or CMM projects, from
China to Australia and North America and
elsewhere.
When the CMM is removed from the coal beds
via pipelines/wells, it is pretreated for use in
gas engines. The pretreatment includes filtering
the CMM for dust particles through filters,
drying the gas to below 80% relative humidity
and then sending the gas through a fuel train,
where the pressure is regulated to between 5
and 35 kPa. After pretreatment, the CMM is
delivered to the power generation sets as fuel
for the gas engines. This process is managed
with switchgear to provide synchronisation,
voltage checks, loading and unloading of the
engines and an overall system protection.
The development of a CMM power project
requires around 12 to 18 months from start to
completion. The project duration depends upon
the site’s accessibility and the required

Tower energy facilities have exceeded
expectations for return on investment from the
sale of electricity to the local Integral Energy’s
power grid. This project clearly demonstrates
the feasibility of coal seam gas as a viable and
significant source of energy supply, which will
help to meet modern society’s ever-growing
need for reliable, environmentally friendly and
affordable electricity. The two power plants
feature a total of 94 Caterpillar G3516 neutralgas-fueled generator sets driven by lean-burn,
low-emission reciprocating gas engines. These
generating sets have been designed for coal
seam methane energy projects and other lowenergy fuel applications and are described as
ideal by Cat for the Appin and Tower power
plants applications as they are able to operate
effectively on methane gas to provide a highly
reliable and economic power generation
solution. The Appin Power Plant features 54
G3516 generator sets and the Tower Power Plant
features 40 G3516 generator sets.
Moving to Asia, China’s Shanxi Jincheng
Anthracite Coal Mining Group operates the Sihi
coal mine in Jincheng City, Shanxi, China which
produces high-quality anthracite coal at several
mines. These coal mines also generate
substantial volumes of CMM gas. Rather than
vent the CMM directly from the mine into the
atmosphere, the Shanxi Jincheng coal mining
group decided to explore the commercial
benefits of CMM. The methane released during
mining at the Sihi Coal Mine is now effectively
extracted and used to power a very large 120
MW on-site power plant, which is currently the
world’s biggest CMM power plant. Since its
commissioning in 2008, the Jincheng Power
Plant has significantly reduced the mine’s
greenhouse gas emissions, whilst increasing the
power capacity of the local power grid. The
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Phoenix Products LED flood-lighting on a
Bucyrus rope shovel

power plant also supplies both power and heat
to the Sihi mine.
The power plant’s project development work
began back in 2003, when CMM powered power
plants were a relatively new concept. A group
consisting of the Caterpillar Electric Power
engineering team and engine technology
experts from Caterpillar Large Power Systems
Division spent around 12 months laying out the
technical solution and business case to the
mine’s management team and government
officials. A number of Cat’s large-scale CMM
power plants in Australia were used to
demonstrate the Jincheng project’s viability.
The Jincheng 120 MW CMM power plant
consists of four buildings, with each housing 15
Cat G3520C combined cycle generator sets,
integrated Cat paralleling switchgear and
controls, plus a heat recovery steam generator.
In order to maximise fuel efficiency, each
powerhouse is designed to incorporate a
combined-cycle system that recovers waste-heat
from the generating sets to power a 5.5 MW
steam turbine, supplied by project partner
Shanghai Electric Group. The result of this
efficient design is a total power system
operating efficiency of 80%.
The Jincheng CMM combined cycle power
plant provides power to the power transmission
grid that is equivalent to the energy demands of
more than 500,000 Chinese homes. This groundbreaking power plant project has also created
hundreds of employment opportunities for the
local communities in and around Jincheng. The
end result is most satisfactory for the mine, the
local community and the nation as the CMM
power plant has significantly reduced
greenhouse gas emissions, provided a safer
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mine and increased supplies of reliable
electricity.
In addition to power generation, this includes
CBM conversion to LNG, such as in Australia,
where vast CBM reserves are the basis of one of
Australia’s largest infrastructure projects, the
Queensland Curtis LNG (QCLNG) plant, which
will be the world’s first facility to turn CBM
(referred to coal seam gas in Australia) into LNG.
The QGC plant is the first of four LNG projects
scheduled for Curtis Island and is expected to
begin production in 2014, with the LNG
produced primarily targeted for export including
to China, Japan and Singapore. The Queensland
Curtis LNG Project involves expanding CBM (coal
seam gas) production in the Surat Basin; the
installation of a 540 km pipeline network linking
the gas fields to Gladstone; and construction of
the LNG plant on Curtis Island off Gladstone.
The GE scope of work covers planned and
unplanned maintenance of the GE equipment
being installed at the QCLNG plant, including 15
PGT25+G4 aero-derivative gas turbines, 28
centrifugal compressors, gearboxes, generators
and all auxiliaries. The agreement also includes
monitoring and diagnostic services, as well as
reliability guarantees on the equipment.
In a related project to support the broader
QCLNG project, GE also supplied an integrated
package of Jenbacher and Waukesha gas
engines and water filtration equipment for
QGC’s new Kenya water treatment plant near
Chinchilla. The facility was built to recycle
wastewater created during the CBM production
process. To ensure the Kenya water treatment
facility has reliable on-site power, GE supplied
seven of its 3.3 MW J620 Jenbacher gas engines
that will generate about 23.1 MW. GE also
supplied three of its Waukesha 12V 275GL+
mechanical drive engines to power vapor
compressors that will help treat brine water.

There is a trend towards the increasing use of
so-called E-houses, or pre-manufactured, field
ready power installations. Historically, when a
mining operator required electrical controls for
process plant equipment, it would hire a
contractor to construct on-site buildings. Then
it would hire an electrical contractor to outfit
these buildings with the switchgear, motor
controls, and automation systems power critical
equipment such compactors, ball mills,
concentrators, smelters, and refineries. “Things
are changing,” says Phil Blackburn, President of
Intermountain Electronics (IE), a leading
manufacturer of electrical control systems for
the mining industry. Blackburn referred to a
strong trend towards pre-manufactured
electrical buildings: “We are seeing heavy
interest in field-ready products – E-houses or
PDCs. Speed to market, cost, mobility, industry
reliance on EPC/EPCMs – these are all drivers
that are pushing the market towards these
solutions.”
Some of these are long-term trends. Mining
has always been remote. But demand has
fuelled contractor price increases in key mining
regions, and in the US for example, the oil shale
boom has pulled many contractors into places
like North Dakota and South Texas. Thus a
prefabricated, modular solution is increasingly
more cost competitive, and equally important,
faster to market. “We are providing large
buildings – up to 15 ft wide and 60 ft long – in as
little as three months” said Tom Akers, Senior
VP of Operations at IE. “Once on site, you
connect the line and load cables and you can be
operating in a few days. All this without risk of
weather delays, and with the peace of mind that
comes with a ISO-9001 environment. We can
high-voltage test all equipment before it
leaves.”
Mobility is also a factor. IE’s mine duty
design allows for easy relocation, time and time
again. Kennecott recent bought an IE e-house
for its in-pit crusher, in part due to the ability to
easily relocate for future pit expansion. The
trend is also fueled by mine operators’ reliance
on EPC/EPCMs. Rather than searching for local
contractors in each market, verifying their safety
and quality credentials, EPC/EPCMs rely on
companies like IE to deliver equipment across
the Americas but increasingly globally as well.
Intrepid Potash needed electrical control
rooms for its new compactor in Carlsbad, New
Mexico, and IE supplied the control room
buildings mounted in a structure several stories
off the ground. IE provided six buildings – from
the medium voltage switchgear building to the
equipment operator’s cab.
Dave Johnson of Allied Nevada Gold, a recent
customer, said, “IE’s modular design – how they
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LED fixtures do involve a higher upfront cost
than their HID predecessors, but a mine can
quickly realise significant energy savings,
decreased maintenance costs, and reduced
revenue loss from equipment downtime. The
group says that “savings can be so substantial
that it’s not unusual for LED fixtures to pay for
themselves in one to two years or less.”

Powering longwalls

A surface mine E-house application in Alaska
incorporated equipment into the e-houses for
our Hycroft project- is state of the art and leads
the industry. Using e-houses with modular
construction is absolutely the best way to do
these projects.”
Building sizes continue to grow as new
applications are considered. Recently, IE has
shipped in stages to accommodate widths of 30
ft and lengths exceeding 110 ft. Blackburn
concludes that he expects the mining industry’s
use of e-houses to continue: “An e-house
doesn’t make sense in every application, but we
continue to push the envelope.”
IE designs and manufactures custom electrical,
automation, and control equipment for the
mining and energy sectors. Underground and
surface mines utilise IE for fixed and portable
substations, power centers/MLCs, switchgear,
motor controls (VFDs/MCCs), longwall controls,
PLCs, E-houses/PDCs, transformers, and
engineering services.

Small things add up
Changing the approach to even the most
seemingly insignificant part of a mining
operation can make a big energy difference
across a whole site. A recent study by LED
supplier Phoenix Products, argues that with
minimal effort and few changes, a mine can
improve its bottom line by installing properly
designed and evaluated LED light fixtures. The
total cost of ownership study showed that
changing the light fixtures on mining equipment
to LED can save over US$1,000 per fixture each
year. The study was based on a 150 W LED
fixture compared to a 400 W HID feature.
Phoenix argues that LED products improve
profitability by reducing energy usage,
maintenance costs, and downtime. LEDs are
small semi-conductors that can produce millions
of different colours and levels of brightness, but
use significantly less energy than traditional
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lighting fixtures. Conventional lighting
technologies, such as metal halide or high
pressure sodium, heat up material inside a lamp
until it radiates light, wasting large amounts of
electrical energy through infrared radiation and
heat loss. LEDs, on the other hand, convert an
electrical current directly into light; as a result, a
significant amount of energy is saved.
In addition to saving energy, LEDs have a
much longer life than traditional light sources.
Well-designed fixtures can last up to 50,000
hours, even in demanding mining environments,
which equates to 5.7 years of use when
operated 24/7; up to 17.1 years at eight hours a
day. The company states: “When compared to
traditional light sources, LED longevity alone
translates into significant savings. In addition,
the majority of traditional light fixtures are not
designed with mining applications in mind. Due
to their short life span and the harsh site
conditions, they require frequent unscheduled
maintenance that demands considerable time
and creates aggravation for maintenance
personnel. Solid-state LEDs have no moving
parts, nor do they have fragile filaments or glass
that is vulnerable to breaking. The risk of
damage during transportation, installation and
operation is eliminated, even in a harsh mining
environment. Using LED fixtures, especially
those designed specifically for the mining
industry, will reduce costs associated with
unscheduled interruptions, work stoppage due
to low light levels after a lamp burns out, and
maintenance costs of replacing lamps which are
often difficult and time consuming to access.”
LEDs ensure instant-on full brightness and
require no restrike time following a power
interruption. Full illumination is instantaneous,
reducing expensive downtime for mines that
have been accustomed to long wait times for
warm-up and cool-down cycles. Downtime is
also reduced by eliminating the need for workstopping maintenance to replace lamps prior to
50,000 hours.

Three decades of innovation has driven a steady
increase in the size of longwall mining
equipment – along with increased power
requirements. Innovation in mine electrical
systems has raced to keep up. The Deer Run
coal mine near Hillsboro, Illinois, recently
became the fourth US mine to take 25 kV class
power underground and used IE to provide its
longwall electrical controls. “Twenty years ago,
you saw mostly 4,160 V or 7,200 V
underground”, said Shawn Norton, IE’s VP of
Engineering. “Now nearly everyone has moved
to 15 kV. Five years ago we provided the first
equipment to two Arch mines that pioneered 25
kV adoption underground. Now, all new large
mines are considering 25 kV class.”
IE has a history of overhauling longwall
power systems but the Deer Run longwall
controls (and those at Mach Mining, its sister
mine) were the first with IE name-plates –
meaning IE owned the engineering designs and
managed the MSHA approval processes. John
Houston, IE’s founder and CEO told IM: “We
don’t compete in a market unless we feel we can
set a new standard in product design, quality,
and service. While this was our first nameplated system, building it was second nature
since our team is built of former mine operators.
Pat Lemmon, IE’s Project Engineer on the
project, referred to a number of distinguishing
features at Deer Run. The main 21.6 kV, 9 MVA
transformer is the first of its kind and
incorporates IE’s high efficiency, steppedlapped, miter core design. This reduces
transformer losses by a third, meeting the
Department of Energy’s new transformer
efficiency standards, even though it isn’t
required in mining. Another distinguishing
feature is that both the stageloaders and the
emulsion pumps that activate the longwall
shields, are powered by VFDs, so the overall
power costs are lower because the mine can
throttle back, as well as the pump life being
significantly longer. The entire system is
controlled through a highly automated
communications interface utilising Allen-Bradley
Controllogix PLCs. Everything can be controlled
at point of use or from the surface. Mounted on
crawlers, the large 9 MVA and 3 MVA power
centres, which both weigh over 40 t, are also
self-propelled. IM

